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ABSTRACT. Let F be a free algebra in a variety
called

primitive

ii it is contained

J. H. C. Whitehead

tion
gj,

proved

that a group with generators

r = 1 is free if and only if the relator
...,

g . In this paper,

for other
finitely

varieties
generated,

of nonassociative

tities.

the question

is considered.

An identity

given,

conditions

and all of the known results

shown to be equivalent
proof of Whitehead's

to a general
theorem

analogous

is outlined

balanced

of each

one relation

condition.

to suggest

variety

by balanced

iden-

if each of

x..

algebra

to the Whitehead

necessary

theorem
that a

for any Schreier

• • •, x ) is called

generated,

condition

defined

and number of occurrences

that a finitely

and one rela-

there is an analogous

be free is proved

v(x.,

g

p of F is
In 1936,

in the free group on

and sufficient

and for any variety

•••,*)■

u and v has the same length
sufficiency

algebra

algebras

u(x,,

of whether

set for F.
g,, •••,

r is primitive

A necessary

one relation

linear

V. An element

in some free generating

General
be free are

theorem

are

Also an algebraic

the line of argument

for

other varieties.

1. Introduction.
primitive

Let

F be a free algebra

in a variety

in F if there is some free generating

V. We say that

set for F which contains

1936, J. H. C. Whitehead proved that a group with generators
relation

r = 1 is free if and only if the relator

gj» • • • > g

[14].

Lie algebras

[8].

In 1970, G. P. Kukin proved a similar

We raise

one find a necessary
tion V-algebra

an element

Presented

the following

and sufficient

be free?

to the Society,

Combined

November

question:

condition

In free groups,

is primitive.

g j, • • •, g

r is primitive

and one

for one relation

For which varieties

there is an algorithm

with Whitehead's

result

11, 1973; received

In

in the free group on

result

that a finitely

p is

p.

generated,

V can

one rela-

for deciding

when

this gives a solution

by the editors February 26, 1973.
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to one case of the isomorphism

tion groups are isomorphic
other varieties
primitive,

that a one relation

condition

condition

(§3)

literature,
identities

(§6).

a general

and sufficient

linear algebras

formations

We also indicate

2.

Preliminary

A together

algebra

The proofs require

and primitive
ideas.

elements

set

set.

for which there is a theorem.

Q of finitary

transformation,

u ) isa

A

77

We use the notations

and algebra

We usually

denote

an

of word, subword (or component),

given by generators

an n-ary operation

symbols,

and relations

we define

as in

a word in the

A in the variety

and Uy, •• •, u

are words the x.'s,

word.
zz(x), z/(x„1 • • •, x 771) to denote

Xy, x2, . • •, in at most xy, • •.,

r.(g) = s.(g),

operations.

set

x. is a word, and

then / ku,,...,

algebra

trans-

as follows:

(ii) if /. represents
J

of Nielson

algebras.

We use the concepts

if \f.: j £ }\ is a set of operation

(i) each

theorem for the varieties

d = (A, Q) we mean a nonempty

elementary

symbols Xj, x2, •••

for any Schreier variety

the development

in these

[3].

Thus,

in the

and will be given in a future paper devoted

By an algebra

with a nonempty

by its underlying

We outline

proof is available

condition

the other varieties

for loops and quasigroups

to automorphisms

and sufficient

(§5) and any variety defined by "balanced"

We have also proved a theorem like the Whitehead
of loops and quasigroups.

is

a similar

We prove a

necessary

to all the known results.

theorem (§4), since no algebraic

and prove a necessary

of nonassociative

of the above question.

and indicate

which we show to be equivalent

a proof of Whitehead's

whether an element

be free might provide

In

problem.

we begin an investigation

sufficiency

case is a significant result.

for deciding
algebra

for one case of the isomorphism

In this paper,

general

Since it is not known when two one rela-

where there is an algorithm

a condition

solution

problem.

[11, p. 401], this special

x , respectively.

V given by generators

X £ A, an elementary

that

u is a word in

In the construction
gj, g2, •••

transformation

of the

and relations

oí a word w in the g.'s is one

of the following:
(i) replacing

one occurrence

of the subword uiwy, -..,w

) in w by the word

v(t#i,* -••,

w777), where w.,A • • •, w771 ate words in the g
's and a(x,,A • • •, x 77Z) =
"Z

v(xy, ••-,

x ) or vix) = zz(x) is a defining

Hi) replacing

an occurrence

identity

of the subword

for V,

r.(g)

in w by the word s .(g),

or vice versa.

Two words in g y, g2, • • « are equivalent
elementary
equivalence

elements

transformations
relation

of A.

changing

if there is a finite sequence

one into the other.

on all words in gj, g2, •••;

This definition

the equivalence

classes

of
yields

an

are the
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3. A universal
the Whitehead

heavily

sufficiency

theorem,

on properties

easy to obtain

a sufficiency

Sv •'*'

1. Let

S„-

of the given condition

variety

condition

involved.

that holds

A in V presented

(8V '"'in'

to

On the other hand, it is

of the group condition.

and F be the free algebra

•••■> Pm! is a V-free generating

z's a V-word, then an algebra

analogous
depends

for every variety.

is a simple generalization

V be a variety

l! \pv

For each of the theorems

the necessity

of the particular

The following condition
Theorem

condition.

proving
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in V on

set for F and vAxy •••, *m_i)

by

Pj * w{Pv '"> Pi-I' Pj+V ■*' ' Pj>

is free in V.
Proof.

Since

F is freely generated

by py

•••,

p , A has a presentation

(f j, • • •, pm; p. = w(pv .••, p y p.+j. • • • > pm)). Removing p. and the relation
A if free on pj, • • •, p ._ j, p. y • • •, p .

p. - w, we see that

In the case of certain
special

one element

equating

varieties

subalgebras

\e], any relation

a word to c, and relations

varieties

e can be expressed

such as groups,

are usually

rings,

is equivalent

as a word in any set of elements
presented

special

to write only the left-hand

varieties

it is customary

in the free algebra

of one-half

corollary

tion and includes
Corollary

V be a variety

p

of

1 does give a generalization

a more general

and F the free algebra

by (gj,

= w(p y • • • , p

sufficiency

condi-

• • •, g : r(g) = s(g))

condition

set

_ j) generates

\py

exactly

in V on g.,...,

g .

is V-free if there exists
•..,

p

\ for F such

the same congruence

r = s.

In each of the varieties

for which there is a theorem stating

that a one relation

1 plus its converse.

in some cases,

1 gives

.. •, x _ j) and a free generating

on F as the relation

satisfy

to Theorem

A in V presented

that the relation

sufficient

Theorem

side of relations

is free if p is primitive

all the known results.

1. Let

a V word w(xy

to Corollary

from an algebra.

of the group theorem.

The following

An algebra

In these

by (g y — , g ; p = e) (for these

we adopt this convention)

on g j, • • •, g . Thus,

to a relation

given in this way.

Thus, the group, ring, loop, etc.,
the form r = e and, hereafter,

and loops, which have

algebra

of Corollary

and

be free, the theorem is equivalent

This equivalence is not always evident,

one can say much more about words p.,...,

the hypothesis

a necessary

1. In these cases,

because,

p , r, and s which

we indicate

how to obtain

the equivalence.
There

are varieties

be any positive

integers.

in which

the 77zand 72 of Theorem

The variety

of Jónsson-Tarski

1 and Corollary

algebras

1 can

is one [7].

All
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the finitely

algebras

generated

on n generators

every positive
4.

integer

Abelian

attempt

free algebras

in this variety

has a free generating

to give an algebraic

methods.

(although

part occurs

algebraic

proof, since

set containing

Thus,

the free

m elements,

for

m.

groups and groups.

uses topological

are isomorphic.

The impetus

proof of Whitehead's

theorem.

The theorem is stated

in Exercise

20 of §4.4).

the line of argument

for this investigation

was an

Whitehead's

proof

without proof on p. 167 of [ll]

In this section

suggests

we outline

an approach

our

for other varieties.

We write all groups multiplicative!/.

The following

results

are needed

Theorem

2 gives the condition

be free.

It can be proved using

Theorem

4 is a deep result

Theorem

for our proof of the Whitehead

that a finitely
elementary

properties

from combinatorial

2. Let A be an abelian

ay

•..

a n is primitive

Moreover,

Theorem

3.

\p\,

Let

k

/= 0.

of free abelian

group

groups.

by

k
•••a/),

Then

A is free abelian
group

if and only if

F generated

by ay, • • •, a .

A is free on n — 1 generators.
F be the ¡ree group on gy, • • •, g

If F/H

abelian

group theory.

k

in the ¡ree abelian

if A is free,

group of F.

k<n

one of k.,...,

theorem.

one relator

group presented

k
(ay, ...,an;a11a22
where at least

generated,

is a free group,

-• •, p 1 for F such that

then there exists

and H a normal sub-

a free generating

H is the normal subgroup

generated

set

by p.,

• • •, p.,

[11, Theorem 3.3, p. 132].
Theorem

4. Let F be the ¡ree group on g y, •••,

and sigy,

• • •, g ) generate

conjugate

to s or s~

[11, Theorem

We now indicate
Theorem

)), where

Let

Proof.

As discussed

need to prove that,
(i) G ^ F/R,

Theorem

where

Theorem
then

P yR.PnR.

generated

word.

by (gy, ••-,
Then,

gn;

G is a free group

by gy, • • •, g .

1 gives the implication

one way.

We

r is primitive.

R is the normal

3, there is a free generating

normal subgroup

reduced

in the free group F generated

earlier,

if G is free,

theorem.

G be a group presented

rig) is a nontrivial

if and only if rig) is primitive

g )

of F if and only if r is

4.11, p. 261].

a proof of Whitehead's

5 (Whitehead).

rigy, ---,g

g . The words rigy,...,

the same normal subgroup

set

|p,,

by \py, — > Pi!-

subgroup

of F generated

by r.

• • •, p \ lot F such that

Then,

F/R

By

R is the

is freely generated

by
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(ii) Since r is a nontrivial
A = (F/R)/(F/R)'.

Since

F/R

abelian on 72- k generators.
F/F'

is a free abelian

F/F'

generated

nonzero element

is a free group on 72- k generators,

group on 72 generators,

of F/F'.

Since all free generating

pj

group generates
is primitive.

Corollary
yields

<5= 1 or -1.

under an inner automorphism
4 as in (iii) above,

, rF

is a

sets for A must have the

This result

shows

1 and its converse,

Since

of F, r is primitive.

as a primitive

that Whitehead's

element

theorem

in the case of groups.

2 is equivalent

element

r is the image of the

one can prove that an element

the same normal subgroup

that Theorem

abelian

to F/F

the same normal subgroup as the primitive

By Theorem 4, r = t~ py*, where
Using Theorem

is the subgroup of

k = 1.

(iii) Then r generates
element

and F R/F

A is free

s (F/F')/(F'R/F'),

Then, we may apply Theorem 2 to A to obtain that

same number of elements,

primitive

SF/F'R

rF . Since A is not isomorphic

A is free on 72- 1 generators.

pj.

word, k > 1. We show k = 1 by considering

Now, A = (F/R)/(F'R/R)

by the coset
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to Corollary

in a free

if and only if it

is equivalent

A similar

to

line of argument

1 plus its converse

for

groups.

5. Nonassociative

linear algebras.

G. P. Kukin has proved a theorem like

the Whitehead theorem for Lie algebras

[8].

His result:

A finitely

relator Lie algebra is free if and only if the relator is primitive

generated,

one

in the correspon-

ding free Lie algebra.
A Lie algebra

nonassociative
if scalar

is a nonassociative

linear algebras

multiplication

now prove results

tive linear

algebra

element

to Kukin's

over a field.

The class

0 may be regarded

is taken to be a unary operation.

for several

different

varieties

of

as a variety
We

of nonassocia-

algebras.

A variety

is Schreier

J. Lewin describes
variety

by a field

similar

linear

over a fixed field

V, where

linear algebras

if any subalgebra

the automorphisms
V is any Schreier

with identity

we prove a necessary

element

and sufficient

of a free algebra

of the finitely
subvariety

of the variety

1 over an infinite
condition

is also free.

generated

In [10]

free algebras

in the

of all nonassociative

field «P. Using his results,

for a finitely

generated,

one relator

V-algebra to be free.
In our proof we follow Lewin's

Let

VQ be the variety

terminology

of all nonassociative

and presentation

linear algebras

element 1. Let FQ be the free algebra in VQ on ay ...,
free algebra in V on pj, •••,

p . The monomials of F.

G U |1}, where G is the free groupoid on a y —,
F q over $.

Let

//'

denote" the subspace

of free algebras.

over 0 with identity

a , and let F be the
are the elements

of

a . zM= G u Ui is a basis for

of FQ generated

by the monomials

of

degree i. Then, H'W C H**', and FQ = 2°°_0 H'. Let 77 be the homomorphism
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of Fg onto F defined by a.r/ = p., z = 1, 2, ...,
Fq/N

under the correspondence

fully invariant
geneous

ideal in Fn.

set of elements.

wioy, •••,

By Proposition

Hence,

for each

if each homogeneous term of w belongs
in F, and there is a subset
elements

n, and N = Ker r¡. Then, F s

a ) =s wipy, •••,

p ), and N is a

2 in [10], N is generated
w in F-,

w belongs

to N. The elements

of Mrj ate monomials

B of Mr/ such that B is a basis

of H'n ate the homogeneous

elements

of degree

by a homo-

to N if and only

for F over $.

The

i, B O H'rj is a basis

for H% and F = 2~=0 f/'r/.
Theorem 6. Le/ V be a nontrivial
all nonassociative

linear algebras

Let A be an algebra
rig) is a nontrivial

g . Then,
generated

in V presented

element

of the variety
1 over a infinite

A is V-free if and only if rig) generates

If r generates

r = 0 generates

V. of
field

<I>,

by (gy, • • •, g ; rigy, . •., g )), where

V-word, and let F be the free V'-algebra generated

by some primitive

Proof.
relation

Schreier subvariety

with identity

by gy, • • •,

the same ideal in F as that

element.

the same ideal in F as some primitive
the same congruence

element

in F as the relation

p, the

p = 0. Then,

by Corollary 1, A is free.
To show that, if A is free, then r generates
element,

we consider

F/R

s A, where

Theorem 5 of [10], there exists

a V-free

that R is the ideal generated
R ¿ [0\.

Thus,

generates

k>l.

R is the ideal of F generated

set of generators

by py, •• -, p.,

the same ideal as the primitive

py, •• •, p

by r. By

for F such

k < n. Since r is a nontrivial

As in the group theorem,

proof, we regard the elements
Let

the same ideal as a primitive

word,

we show that k = 1 and, thus,

element

py.

For the remainder

r

of the

of F as words in py, •• •, p .

H1, r], and N be as in the paragraph

preceding

the theorem.

denote the ideal 2°°_2 Hlr¡. We show that |1 + K, py + K, ...,
for the vector space

F/K.

In FQ, |1| is a basis

basis

for H . Since

V is a nontrivial

basis

for H 77. Some subset

variety,

for H

of \py = ayT¡, • • •, p

need only show that py, ••• , p

ate linearly

•••,

Then,

a j is a

{I77 =1}

= a r¡\ is a basis

independent

K

p + K\ is a basis

and |aj,

1 ^ 0 in F.

Let

is a

for H r¡. We

to establish

that the

basis is [pt,
•••, p
}. If 2?Z= ll*I
. a.p. = 0 for some a,,1 • • •, a 71 in 0,
.7
C7Z

(2?_j a.a)r¡

= 0. Then, 2"_j a.a.

< n, and let e be the endomorphism
1 ■/ j.

Since

N is fully invariant,

in F and F is trivial.
We now consider

generated
where each

is in N. Suppose
of FQ defined
a. = (S"_j

a.a.)e

a./=0

for some 7, 1<;

by a.(m a~

a. and a¿e = 0 for

is in N. Then,

p. = a.7/= 0

This is a contradiction.
the subspace

as an ideal of F by p,,
a. 4 0 and each

R + K/K

•••,

of the quotient

space

F/K.

R is

pfe. Thus, for any w in R, w = 2^11 o.x.e¿,

b. is a monomial of F involving

one of pj,

•••,

pfe.
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Then, the homogeneous
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term of least degree in w has degree 1, and w + K =

(2* . 8.p) + K = lk,

d.ip. + K), for some 8., ...,S.

in 0. Hence, R + K/K

is the subspace of F/K generated by lp j + K, ..., p, + K| and has dimension k.
Since R is the ideal of F generated by r, if w is in R, w = S^j tzz., where

each

«z. is a product

of elements

(S^.j

tzz.) + K = 2^j

(w. + K).

of F at least one of which is r. Then,
From the preceding

discussion,

w+ K=

r has degree

greater than or equal to 1. Since each tzz. is a product involving

r, for each

i m I, ...» 772,w. + K = ß.r + K tot some /3. in 0. Let /3 = 2™=1/S.. Then,
w + K = S^j
of F/K

(ßr

generated

+ K) = ß(r + K). Then, R + K/K is contained
by r + K.

Since

in the subspace

air + K) = ar + K is in R + K/K tot any a

in 3>, R + K/K is the subspace of F/K generated by r + K. Then, R + K/K has
dimension

0 or 1 as r is or is not contained

R + K/K is unique,

it must be that

As Lewin implies
variety

of all nonassociative

of

k = 1 and is the dimension.

in his introduction
linear

field 4>. Only slight alterations

in K. Since the dimension

to [10], his results

algebras

(without

also hold in the

identity)

over an infinite

are required to adapt the proofs in [10] and the

proof of Theorem 6 to obtain the following:
Theorem 7. Let W be a nontrivial
all nonassociative
in W presented

linear algebras
by (gy>"-,g

Schreier subvariety

over an infinite

'r(gy...,g

0.

W. of

Let A be an algebra

)), where rig) is a nontrivial

and let F be the free W-algebra generated
and only if r(g) generates

field

of the variety

by g y •••,

g . Then,

W-word,

A is W-free if

the same ideal in F as that generated

by some primi-

tive element.
Several

varieties

subvarieties

of W. have been proved to be Schreier.

of all commutative

commutative

algebras

and WQ itself

algebras

algebras

(satisfying

[13] are Schreier subvarieties

Theorem 7 to Lie algebras
to an infinite

Given the special

gives

algebra

primitive.
6.
results

nonassociative

than Kukin's

are presented

The equivalence

because

of our

A return to universal

for linear algebras,

to Corollary
of Kukin's

as a primitive

element

1 plus its

result

and

if and only if it is

The latter follows from Theorem 1 and Proposition

concerning

linear

follows from the fact that an element in a free Lie

the same ideal

algebra.

vector spaces.

are also well-known:

[12] and [15],

of VQ. We note that applying

6 and 7 are equivalent

involved.

1 plus its converse
generates

xy = yx) [13], anti-

field.

for the varieties

Corollary

a weaker result

way in which relations

it is easy to see that Theorems
converse

the identity

xy +yx - 0) [13], Lie algebras

[9]. Vn [9] and the variety of commutative

with identity

restriction

(satisfying

They are the

I of [8].

In proving Theorem 6, we used well-known

The following

results

concerning

vector spaces
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(i) Every vector space
(ii) Every nonzero

has a basis.

element

is contained

in a basis.

Restating these two results in the language of free algebras, we have (i) every vector

space is a free vector space and (ii) every nonzero element of a vector space is primitive.
In this situation, the question of a necessary

generated

one relation algebra

be free becomes trivial.

every algebra is free and every nonzero
abelian
These

groups of prime exponent,
varieties

are equationally

varieties,

every algebra

Whitehead

theorem is trivial.

satisfying

xy = zw)— another

easily

answered.

group generated

complete

[6],

If we consider

algebra

We now consider

a type of variety

the Whitehead theorem.
similarity
negative

n. Let

F{W) in W generated

ate words in F(W).
set of generators.

of VI defined

Let

infinite

F(V) denote

sal algebra,

algebras

[2]).

The free algebra

set of generators

|xj,

x2, •••,}

/.

elements.

We consider

an

x ), where « and v

in V on a countably

we have that

congruence

F(V) is isomorphic

on FiW) generated

iu, v) such that u = v is in /. The closure
satisfied

for each non-

words in F(W) are distinct

the free algebra

algebra

or

by all the algebras

infinite
to

by the set

of /, denoted

in V. From univer-

u = v is in Cl(/) if and only if iu, v) is in 9¡.

of generators

noted by \w\.

and operation

An identity

symbols

occurring

x ) in F(W) to be the total number
in it; the length of w will be de-

u = v in / is called balanced

if \u\ = |v| and each x.

the same number of times in each of u and v. (This

of Belousov's
balanced

semigroup

of some fixed operation

x ) = ií(x¡, ...,

We define the length of a word wixy, ...,

identities

semi-

of the form g. =

constant

by a set of identities

uixy, ...,

From universal

is the set of all identities

occurs

one relation

of all algebras

Distinct

where 6{ is the fully invariant

of all ordered pairs
Cl(/)

on the constant

are said to have the same operation,

by the countably

in / to be an equation

FiW)/8y,

relations

are necessarily

in W ate word, or Peano,

V be a subvariety

identity

is also

semigroup on two or more generators is free.

W be the variety

of all W-words in the x.'s.

(semigroups

question

for which one can obtain a theorem like

Two algebras

type (the free algebras

Let

semigroups

variety—the

type, if they have the same number of n-ary operations
integer

consists

constant

complete

is free, but the one element

only nontrivial

by gy, • • •, g —such relations

and any one relation

of

and left zero semigroups.
of an analog of the

of constant

equationally complete

in which

are the varieties

In many equationally

is free, and, thus, the question
In the variety

that a finitely

Other varieties

right zero semigroups,

"^gl» • • •, g )—we see that any one generator,
is trivial

condition

element is primitive

Here every nontrivial

algebra is not [5].

and sufficient

definition

of a balanced

in / is balanced,
variety.

quasigroup

we call / a balanced

identity

is a generalization

[l].)

set of identities

If each of the

and V a
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Lemma 1. Let I be a set of identities.

If I is balanced,
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then Cl(/) is

balanced.
Proof.

Let ï7 = \iu, v): u = v is in /| and A = {(zz, "): « is in F(V/)\. Then,

let 80 = W U f" 1 U A, and, for each 2=1,2,...,
ö,(._2 = {(22,v): (zz, w) and (22/, v) ate in 0,¿_,

^3¿-l

=^3i-2

t-)i(/(«j,

•••, 22^),/(nj,

for some w in F],

• ••, vt)): f is a /-ary

on F(W) and (22.,
v)I is in 0,.3 2—,2 for » » 1,' • • •,' t],*
l
and

6ii ' °ii- 1 - {(u{!v'"> O' ^1' ■*• ' î«)>: W*i« — »**>»
iz(xj, ...,

xm)) is in &ii_l

and z^. is in FÍW),

fot i = l,"*,
Then,

0j = U°l0

Cl(/)

is the set of all equations

0 ■ is the fully invariant

congruence

on 72, for every iu, v) in 8 , u = v is a balanced

Lemma 2. // ièe variety

of F(W) generated

u = v such that (22, v) is in 8y

77¡i.
by 8, and

Using induction

identity.

V is defined by each of the sets of identities

/j and

¡2, and I. is balanced, then ¡2 is balanced.
Proof.

By Lemma 1, Cl(/j)

V, Cl(/j) = Cl(/2).

Since each of /j

and ¡2 define

Since ¡2 C Cl(/2), each identity in ¡2 must be balanced.

By Lemma 2, whether
set of defining

is balanced.

identities

a variety

is balanced

is independent

of the particular

one considers.

Lemma 3. // V z's a balanced

variety

and U is a variety

containing

V, then

(J is balanced.
Proof.

Let / and / be sets of identities

which define

V and U, respectively.

Then, Cl(/) Ç Cl(/) and Cl(/) is balanced. Since / Ç Cl(/),
a balanced

set of identities.

For any similarity
a balanced

variety.

operation,

is perhaps

are the varieties

of all commutative

subvariety

U is defined by

type, the variety of all algebras

The variety

§ of all groupoids,

the most familiar of these.

S of all semigroups

semigroups

(semigroups

of 0, and o is a subvariety

o or C is also a balanced

(groupoids

variety.

of that similarity

algebras

Other familiar balanced
satisfying

satisfying

xiyz) = ixy)z)

xy = yx).

of y, any subvariety

type is

with one binary
varieties
and C

Since C is a

of y which contains
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We shall prove a theorem like the Whitehead

of finite similarity
variety

type, that is, a balanced

generated

V, we consider

equivalence
denoted

free algebras

the free algebra

classes

by 1^1

analogously

lemma establishes

Proof.

trivially.

which takes

wixy, •••,

a subword

occurs

and zia)

Since

used in taking

An algebra

•••,

am).

similarity

a,,* •••,

follows

free algebra
Proof.

of elementary
the result

holds

u to v, there is an
identities

for V and

of the subword

wia-y, •--,
identity,

subwords,

|zz| = |f|

a )
the

of each of
and each

g.

in v.

on the number of elementary

transformations

zz to v.

is said to be hopfian

if it is not isomorphic

generated

type are hopfian.

is hopfian
finite.

Then,

a 777 are words in the °Z
e. 's, such that

in u as it occurs

by induction

in V on

in F.

and number of occurrences

only by these

free algebras

An algebra

[4].

In [6, p. 19], Evans proves

We generalize

his argument

in V on gy, g2, - - -.
F consists

variety
Then

of equivalence

containing

classes

and let m be the maximum of \v\

of

if for any two

residually

that free semigroups

F is residually

[u]p j¿ [v]p,

class

generated

of finite similarity

the class

Define the relation

finite

variety

a of A onto a finite algebra

to prove the following

[u]p denote

words in an equivalence

to a proper homomorphic
in a balanced

A is residually

T. Evans has proved that a finitely

Lemma 5. Let V be a balanced

tors.

taking

x and y in A, there is a homomorphism

residually

sequence

times.

of each of the g.'s.

wix) = z(x) is a balanced

have the same length

u and v differ

such that xa / ya.
algebra

transformation

Since

We show that the finitely

elements

which are equivalent

one occurrence

the same number of times

The result

image.

and F be the free algebra

If zz and v ate identical,

a 777) of u, where

from u by replacing

in u by the word ziay,
wia)

that we use several

x ) = zixy, • • •, x ) among the defining

wia,,1 ••-,

v is obtained

the g¿'s.

as above.

to v, there is a finite
u to v.

variety
of

The length of a word w in the g/s,

variety

If there is one elementary

identity

For any balanced

and the same number of occurrences

If u is equivalent

transformations

in the

some properties

by a set gy, g2> • • • to consist

Let u and v be words in the g.'s

u and v have the same length

we develop

a basic property

Lemma 4. Let V be a balanced
gy, g2, •••.

variety

such that each algebra

First,

in such a variety.

generated

of words in the g.'s.

is defined

The following

finite

variety

has only a finite number of operations.

of the finitely

words

theorem for any balanced

finite

are

lemma.

type and F be the

finite.

of words in the g.'s.

We let

the word u. Let u and v be words such that
and |zz| . By Lemma 4, all the

have the same length

6 on F as follows:

and involve

([zz/]E, [zip)

the same genera-

belongs

to 6 if and

PRIMITIVE ELEMENTS, ONE RELATIONALGEBRAS
only if [w]p = [z]p or each element
or involves
gruence

some generator

relation

which

of [w]p and [z]p has length greater

occurs neither

Then

are only a finite number of words which are of

than or equal to 772and involve

phic image of F.

[u]p

the Evans

We now apply the preceding

theorem for any balanced
8.

Let

rig) = sig)

is a nontrivial

of the form g¿ = wigv

of finite

by (gv

By Theorem

similarity
Then

type and F be an
F is hopfian.

like the Whitehead

type.

of finite

similarity

g¿ Agv ...,

Then,

gj

= s(gv

type.

...,

Let

gj),

A be

where

A is free if and only if the relation

is

g¿_ j, g¿+ j, • • •, gn), for some word w.

1, we only have to show that, if A is free, the relation

is of the right form. In this case,
We consider

similarity

variety

...,

relation.

...,

of finite

number of generators.

V be a balanced

in V presented

Proof.

variety

is a finite homomor-

we have

lemmas to prove a theorem

variety

an algebra

words of this form.

to [v]p modulo Ö.

[4] cited above,

which is V-free on a finite

which occur in u or v.

modulo 8, F¡8

is not congruent

result

Lemma 6. Let V be a balanced

Theorem

containing

of F are congruent

Clearly,

Now applying

use

only generators

F has only a finite number of elements

Since all other elements

algebra

8 is a con-

on F is finite and so is the number pf gener-

ators that occur in u or v, there
less

in u nor in v. Then

than 772

on F.

Since the number of operations
length
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F and A to consist

F and A as subscripts

let F be the free algebra in V on g j, • • •, g .
of equivalence

to distinguish

classes

between

of words in the g .'s.

elements

We

of and equivalence

in F and A.
Let

cfo be the congruence

r = s is a nontrivial
that

relation,

on F generated

by (r, s).

F /cfo is a proper

homomcrphic

F/cfo is free on 72 or more generators.

is free on 72 generators,

This contradicts

F-being

We now show that,

word in [g )A.

and, for each

hopfian.

if neither

. be the first such.
transformations

By Lemma 4, zz is identically

Thus,

is identically

r nor s is identically

g..

22= u

g ..

is obtained

Hence,

g.,

zzQ, • • •, u

in A. If some transformation

tion r = s, let zz —»u

a homomorphic

Suppose

image of F/<fo

image.

A is free on k generators,

i - 0, I, • • •, m, u. . is obtained

only the use of elementary

A = F /cfo. Since

image of F.

to a proper homomorphic

Therefore,

If 22-v . g ., there are words

tary transformation

subword.

Then,

and F is isomorphic

Then,

k<n—l.

then g. is the only

such that g. = u-,

from zz. by applying

u = u ,

some elemen-

zz. —» zz. , is a use of the rela-

Then, taking
involving
zz cannot

from g. without

g. = zzQ to zz requires

identities,
have either

and g. ~F u .
r or s as a

using the relation

r = s and
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Let w y, • • •, w, be words in g y, •• •, g
generate

A.

Now suppose

that neither

/' = 1, ...,

n, [gj]A = z.i[wy\A,

z.ixy,

xk).

••-,

z .(x,,«..,

...,

[u>k]A) = [zixuy,

Since the word z.iwy,

x, ) = x

••-,

w.)

••-,

• • •, t^tlyj

w.'s.
J

freely

For each

u>k)]A fot some word

is in [gl^,

we must have that

tot some q and w = g .. This contradicts

there are no more than n - 1 different
the relation

such that [fj].*»

r nor s is one of the g .'s.

the fact that

Thus, ' one of r or s is some g.
and
°z

r = s is of the form g . = wigy, - - -, g )•

Suppose

g . occurs in w(g y, ...,

word in [g-L.

Following

g ). Then, for each 7 jí z, g . is the only

the argument above,

each

[g-]^,

j 4 '", must be among

[wy]A, •--, [wk]A- Then, {[g;.]¿: /' ¿ z'l = \\-w^- j = L • • •, k\ and k = n - I. It
u ~.

g.,

zz is obtained

of the relation

from g • using identities

has an occurrence

identities

are balanced,

generated

by |[g.].:

of g.,

or the relation.

g. has an occurrence

zz must have an occurrence

of g..

7 4 i\- Since this is a contradiction,

balanced

variety.

Hence, the only primitive

g 1, • • •, g„ are the elements
In the introduction
The results
problems

gv

we raised

•--,

arise

particular

varieties.

varieties

of lattices,

elements

is of the

Using ideas from the

in the free algebra on

varieties.

what theorem

among familiar

associative

is not

set for a free algebra in a

a very broad question

from considering

Notable

and the

[g]A

gn-

here mainly deal with particular

should

Then,

the relation

form gi = uAgy, ---, g{_y, gi + l, ••-, gn).
This result is very must like the Whitehead theorem.
proof of Theorem 8, there is only one free generating

Since each side
of g.,

rings,

which is yet to be answered.
Numerous

interesting

can be proved

varieties

not considered

and nonassociative

for other

here are the

rings.
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